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ANTI-PLURICANONICAL SYSTEMS ON Q-FANO
3-FOLDS
MENG CHEN
Abstract. We investigate birationality of the anti-pluricanonical
map ϕ
−m, the rational map defined by the anti-pluricanonical sys-
tem | −mKX |, on weak Q-Fano 3-folds.
1. Introduction
Throughout a normal projective variety X is called a terminal weak
Q-Fano variety ifX has at worst terminal singularities, X is Q-factorial
and −KX is a nef and big Q-Cartier divisor where KX is the canonical
Weil divisor of X . A weak Q-Fano variety is said to be Q-Fano if −KX
is Q-ample.
According to the Minimal Model Program (MMP), Q-Fano varieties
form a fundamental aspect in birational geometry.
Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold. The number g(X) :=
h0(X,ω
[−1]
X ) − 2 is usually called the genus of X . Denote by rX the
Cartier index of X . For a positive integer m, we define | − mKX | to
be the natural closure of the complete linear system | −mKX0 | where
X0 := X\XSing. Whenever P−m := h0(X,O
[−m]
X ) ≥ 2, the rational
map ϕ−m corresponding to | −mKX | gives rise to the so-called “anti-
canonical geometry” of X . Therefore a natural interesting question is
to find a practical number m such that ϕ−m is birational onto its image.
Such a number m (independent of X) exists due to the boundedness
theorem which was proved by Kawamata [9] (for Picard number one
case) and by Kolla´r-Miyaoka-Mori-Takagi [12] (for general case). Even
though, it is very interesting to ask the following:
Problem 1. Can one find an optimal constant c such that ϕ−c is
birational onto the image for all weak Q-Fano 3-folds?
When X is Gorenstein (i.e. rX = 1), one may take c = 5 according
to Ando [2]. In fact, considerable classification has been done for Fano
3-folds (see, for example, [6], [7], [8], [14], [15], [16], [18], [24] and so
on). When X is non-Gorenstein, Problem 1 is open in general.
The author was supported by National Outstanding Young Scientist Foundation
(#10625103) and National Natural Science Foundation of China (Key Project:
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In contrast to ϕm or |mKX |, ϕ−m shows some pathological nature.
For instance, the birationality behavior of ϕ−m is not birationally in-
variant! This often makes the situation be more complicated.
The aim of this note is to build an effective mechanic to study the
birationality of ϕ−m on weak Q-Fano 3-folds. Our main technical theo-
rem isTheorem 3.5, which has direct applications to various situations
in Section 4 (see Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 4.5). In fact, since P−8 > 1 by [3,
Theorem 1.1 (ii)], the rational map ϕ−8 : X 99K P
N can be properly
defined. Thus the geometry of X can be detected by studying ϕ−8.
Here is a direct consequence of our general arguments in Section 4:
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold with rX >
1. Then ϕ−m is birational onto its image under one of the following
conditions:
(i) dimϕ−8(X) = 3 and m ≥ 32;
(ii) dimϕ−8(X) = 2 and m ≥ max{2rX + 16, 48};
(iii) dimϕ−8(X) = 1 and
m ≥


16, rX = 2;
20, rX = 3;
3rX + 10, rX ≥ 4.
Remark 1.2. By virtue of the boundedness theorem for Q-Fano 3-
folds, rX is upper bounded. Therefore Theorem 1.1 has actually ob-
tained a universal constant c with ϕ−c birational. However such a
constant c might still be a little bit far from optimal.
Restricting our interest to Q-Fano 3-folds with Picard number one,
what we can prove is slightly favorable. Note that Q-Fano 3-folds with
Picard number one form an important class since the 3-dimensional
MMP (see, for instance, [11], [13], [21] and [25]) says that any terminal
object (after running MMP) of a given smooth projective variety is
either a Mori fiber space (whose fibers are Q-Fano with Picard number
one) or a minimal 3-fold. Furthermore, many important works relat-
ing to the classification of non-Gorenstein Q-Fano 3-folds with Picard
number one have been achieved so far (see [1], [20], [27], [28], [31] and
others for a sample of references). Here we would especially like to
mention a conjecture of Reid: a general member D ∈ | −KX | is a K3
surface for a “general” Q-Fano 3-fold of Picard number one. The con-
jecture in Fano case was proved by Reid and Shokurov [26], although
it is still open in general.
In order to make a concise statement of our result, we say that a
Q-Fano 3-fold X is standard if
· the Picard number ρ(X) = 1;
· g(X) ≥ 0, a general member D ∈ |−KX | is irreducible and re-
duced, and a smooth birational model S of D has non-negative
Kodaira dimension, i.e. κ(S) ≥ 0.
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Roughly speaking, if Reid’s conjecture holds true, then a “general”
terminal Q-Fano 3-fold with Picard number one is standard.
Here is our another result:
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a standard Q-Fano 3-fold. Then ϕ−m is
birational for all m ≥ 6.
As mentioned earlier, the linear system | − mKX | shows a lot of
pathological properties for Q-Fano 3-folds. To overcome the obvious
difficulties, we will extend the Q-divisor method that was used to treat
3-folds of general type. Thanks to the self-optimization function of our
mechanic and to the boundedness theorem for Q-Fano 3-folds, we have
managed to prove the effective birationality of ϕ−m. Unfortunately,
this method is less effective for those Q-Fano 3-folds on which, for some
integer l > 0, |−lKX | is composed of birationally ruled surfaces, though
that kind of “bad” Q-Fano 3-folds can be regarded as “minority”.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 mainly sets up the ra-
tional map ϕ−m0 and then reduces the problem to that on a nonsingular
model. In Section 3, we prove our key theorem on the birationality of
ϕ−m. Various concrete applications will be presented in Section 4. In
Appendix, we prove P−m > 0 for all m ≥ 6 on any Q-Fano 3-folds,
which is applied to prove our main theorems.
Sometimes, we use the notation OX(mKX) to denote the reflexive
sheaf ω
[m]
X . The symbol ∼ always means linear equivalence while ≡
represents numerical equivalence.
I would like to thank Jungkai A. Chen, He´le`ne Esnault, Christopher
D. Hacon, Yujiro Kawamata, Janos Kolla´r and De-Qi Zhang either for
stimulating discussions or for their generous helps.
2. Preliminaries and the main reduction
2.1. Convention. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold. Pick a
canonical divisorKX onX . Denote by rX the Cartier index ofX , which
is nothing but the minimal positive integer with rXKX being Cartier.
For any positive integer m, the number P−m := h
0(X,OX(−mKX)) is
called the anti-plurigenus ofX . By convention, g := h0(X,OX(−KX))−
2 is referred to as the genus of X . Clearly, since −KX is nef and big,
Kawamata’s vanishing theorem [11, Theorem 1-2-5] implies
hi(OX) = h
i(X,KX −KX) = 0
for all i > 0. Thus χ(OX) = 1. Furthermore, the positive rational
number −K3X is called the anti-canonical volume.
By [3, Theorem 1.1 (ii)], one has P−8 ≥ 2. Thus, for a given weak
Q-Fano 3-fold X , there exists a positive integer m0 ≤ 8 such that
P−m0 ≥ 2. We shall begin from studying the geometry induced by the
rational map ϕ−m0 .
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2.2. Set up for ϕ−m0. We study the m0-th anti-canonical map of X :
X
ϕ−m0
99K PP−m0−1
which is not necessarily well-defined everywhere. First of all we fix an
effective Weil divisor Kˆ0 ∼ −m0KX . By Hironaka’s big theorem, we
can take successive blow-ups π : Y → X such that:
(i) Y is nonsingular projective;
(ii) the movable part |M−m0 | of the linear system |⌊π
∗(−m0KX)⌋|
is base point free and, consequently, the rational map γ :=
ϕ−m0 ◦ π is a morphism;
(iii) the support of the union of Kˆ0 and the exceptional divisors of π
is of simple normal crossings (to secure the usage of vanishing
theorems).
Let Y
f
−→ Γ
s
−→ Z be the Stein factorization of γ with Z := γ(Y ) ⊂
PP−m0−1. In summary, we have the following commutative diagram:
X
Y
Z
Γ✲
❄ ❄
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅❘
-----------✲
f
sπ
ϕ−m0
γ
Recall that
π∗(KX) := KY −
1
rX
Eπ
with Eπ effective and Q-Cartier since X has at worst terminal singu-
larities. Equivalently, −KY = π∗(−KX)−
1
rX
Eπ.
Case (fnp). If dim(Γ) ≥ 2, a general member S of |M−m0 | is a
nonsingular projective surface by Bertini’s theorem. We say that | −
m0KX | is not composed with a pencil of surfaces.
Case (fp). If dim(Γ) = 1, then Γ ∼= P
1 since g(Γ) ≤ q(Y ) = q(X) :=
h1(OX) = 0. Furthermore, a general fiber S of f is an irreducible
smooth projective surface by Bertini’s theorem again. We may write
M−m0 =
am0∑
i=1
Si ≡ am0S
where Si is a smooth fiber of f for all i and am0 = P−m0 − 1. In this
case, we say that | − m0KX | is composed with a (rational) pencil of
surfaces.
Define
ι :=
{
1, Case (fnp)
am0 , Case (fp).
Clearly, at any case, M−m0 ≡ ιS with ι ≥ 1.
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Definition 2.3. For both Case (fnp) and Case (fp), we call S a generic
irreducible element of |M−m0 |.
Lemma 2.4. Keep the same notation as above. The number
rX(π
∗(−KX)
2 · S)Y
is a positive integer.
Proof. Note that the number (π∗(−KX)
2·S) is positive since (π∗(−KX)
2·
S)Y = (π
∗(−KX)|S)2S and π
∗(−KX)|S is nef and big on S. It is also
independent of the choice of π according to the projection formula of
the intersection theory. So we may choose such a modification π that
dominates a resolution of singularities τ : Wˆ → X . Then we see
(π∗(−KX)
2 · S)Y = (τ
∗(−KX)
2 · S1)Wˆ where S1 = δ∗(S) is a divisor
on Wˆ and δ : Y → Wˆ is a birational morphism. Note, however, S1
is a generic element in an algebraic family though it is not necessarily
nonsingular.
We may write KWˆ = τ
∗(KX) +∆τ where ∆τ is an exceptional effec-
tive Q-divisor over those isolated terminal singularities on X . Now, by
intersection theory, we have (rτ ∗(−KX)·τ ∗(−KX)·S1)Wˆ = (rτ
∗(−KX)·
(−KZ) · S1)Wˆ is an integer. 
The proof for the next lemma was suggested by C. D. Hacon.
Lemma 2.5. Let W be a normal projective variety on which there is an
integral Weil Q-Cartier divisor D. Let h : V −→ W be any resolution
of singularities. Assume that E is an effective exceptional Q-divisor on
V with h∗(D) + E a Cartier divisor on V . Then
h∗OV (h
∗(D) + E) = OW (D)
where OW (D) is the reflexive sheaf corresponding to the Weil divisor
D.
Proof. By [17, Lemma 2.11], h∗OV (⌊h∗(D)⌋) = OW (D). Consequently,
one has:
OW (D) = h∗OV (⌊h
∗(D)⌋) →֒ h∗OV (h
∗(D) + E)
j
−→ OW (D)
where, for any section g ∈ h∗OV (h∗(D) + E)(U) over a Zariski open
subset U ⊂ W , g comes from a rational function g˜ on h−1(U) with
((g˜) + (h∗(D) + E))|h−1(U) ≥ 0.
However, since Codim(WSing) ≥ 2 and by the valuation theory, one has
((g) +D)|U = ((g) +D)|U∩WSing = ((g˜) + h
∗(D) + E)|h−1(U∩WSing) ≥ 0.
Thus g can be viewed as a section j(g) in OW (D)(U) and j is defined
in this way.
Since j is identical over W 0 := W\WSing and h∗OV (h∗(D) + E) is
torsion free, j is an inclusion. On the other hand, pick a rational
function ξ on an open set U of X such that (ξ) + D ≥ 0. Then
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(ξ ◦ h) + h∗(D) ≥ 0 and so (ξ ◦ h) + h∗(D) + E ≥ 0. So ξ belongs to
h∗OV (h∗D + E)(U) and j is surjective. Hence j is the identity. 
2.6. The main reduction. Let π : Y −→ X be as in 2.2. Let m > 0
be an integer. One has:
KY + ⌈(m+ 1)π∗(−KX)⌉
= π∗(KX) +
1
r
Eπ + π
∗(−(m+ 1)KX) + Em+1
= π∗(−mKX) + (
1
r
Eπ + Em+1)
where Em+1 is an effective Q-divisor on Y . Lemma 2.5 implies
π∗OY (KY + ⌈(m+ 1)π
∗(−KX)⌉) = OX(−mKX).
Hence ϕ−m is birational if and only if Φ|KY +⌈(m+1)π∗(−KX)⌉| is birational.
Noting that
H0(OX(−mKX)) ∼= H0(OY (⌊−mπ∗(KX)⌋)
∼= H0(OY (KY + ⌈(m+ 1)π∗(−KX)⌉),
we denote by |M−m| the movable part of |⌊−mπ∗(KX)⌋|. Clearly, one
has the equality:
−mπ∗(KX) = M−m + Fm (2.1)
where Fm is an effective Q-divisor.
Another direct consequence is that we may write:
KY + ⌈(m+ 1)π
∗(−KX)⌉ ∼M−m +N−m (2.2)
where N−m is the fixed part.
Corollary 2.7. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold. If
P−m0 > m0rX(−KX)
3 + 1
for some integer m0, then | −m0KX | is not composed with a pencil.
Proof. Assume | −m0KX | is composed with a pencil. Keep the same
notation as in 2.2. Then we have m0π
∗(−KX) ≥ M−m0 ≡ am0S with
am0 = P−m0 − 1. Thus one has m0(−KX)
3 ≥ (P−m0 − 1)(π
∗(−KX)
2 ·
S) ≥ 1
rX
(P−m0 − 1) by Lemma 2.4, a contradiction. We are done. 
3. The key theorem
Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold on which P−m0 ≥ 2 for
some integer m0 > 0. Keep the same notation as in 2.2. Pick a generic
irreducible element S of |M−m0 |. Suppose we have already a base point
free linear system |G| on S.
3.1. Notations. Denote by C a generic irreducible element of |G|.
Since π∗(−KX)|S is nef and big, there definitely exists a rational num-
ber ̺ > 0 such that
π∗(−KX)|S − ̺C
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is numerically equivalent to en effective Q-divisor on S. Define
ζ := (π∗(−KX) · C)Y = (π
∗(−KX)|S · C)S
which will be the key quantity accounting for the birationality of ϕ−m.
Clearly, since rXKX is a Cartier divisor, one has
ζ ≥
1
rX
. (3.1)
We define two more quantities as follows:
ε := (m+ 1−
m0
ι
−
1
̺
)ζ ;
ε0 := ⌈ε⌉.
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold with P−m0 ≥ 2
for some positive integer m0. Assume that |G| is a base point free linear
system on a generic irreducible element S of |M−m0 |. Let m > 0 be an
integer. Keep the same notation as above. Then the inequality:
ζ ≥
2g(C)− 2 + ε0
m
holds under one of the following conditions:
(i) g(C) > 0 and ε > 1;
(ii) g(C) = 0 and ε > 2.
Proof. Equality (2.1) gives:
m0π
∗(−KX) = M−m0 + Fm0
for some effective Q-divisor Fm0 . For the given integer m > 0, one has:
|KY + ⌈(m+ 1)π
∗(−KX)−
1
ι
Fm0⌉| ⊂ |KY + ⌈(m+ 1)π
∗(−KX)⌉|.
(3.2)
Under the assumption ε > 0, the Q-divisor
(m+ 1)π∗(−KX)−
1
ι
Fm0 − S ≡ (m+ 1−
m0
ι
)π∗(−KX)
is nef and big and thus H1(Y,KY +⌈(m+ 1)π∗(−KX)−
1
ι
Fm0⌉−S) = 0
by Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem [10, 30]. Hence one has the
surjective map:
H0(Y,KY + ⌈(m+ 1)π
∗(−KX)−
1
ι
Fm0⌉) −→ H
0(S,KS + Lm) (3.3)
where
Lm := (⌈(m+ 1)π
∗(−KX)−
1
ι
Fm0⌉ − S)|S ≥ ⌈Lm⌉
and Lm := ((m + 1)π∗(−KX) −
1
ι
Fm0 − S)|S. On the other hand, we
have
π∗(−KX)|S ≡ ̺C +H
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for an effective Q-divisor H on S. Thus the Q-divisor
Lm −
1
̺
H − C ≡ επ∗(−KX)|S
is nef and big and, by the vanishing theorem again,
H1(S,KS + ⌈Lm −
1
̺
H⌉ − C) = 0.
Therefore, one has the following surjective map:
H0(S,KS + ⌈Lm −
1
̺
H⌉) −→ H0(C,KC +Dm) (3.4)
where
Dm := ⌈Lm −
1
̺
H − C⌉|C ≥ ⌈Dm⌉
and Dm := (Lm −
1
̺
H − C)|C with deg⌈Dm⌉ ≥ ε0.
Now under the situations (i) and (ii), |KC + ⌈Dm⌉| is base point free
with
deg(KC + ⌈Dm⌉) ≥ 2g(C)− 2 + ε0.
Denote by Nm the movable part of |KS + ⌈Lm −
1
̺
H⌉|. Noticing
the relations (3.2), (3.3) and |KS + ⌈Lm −
1
̺
H⌉| ⊂ |KS + ⌈Lm⌉| while
applying [4, Lemma 2.7], one gets:
mπ∗(−KX)|S ≥ M−m0 |S ≥ Nm
and Nm|C = KC+⌈Dm⌉ simply because the later one is base point free
under either of the conditions.
So one hasmζ ≥ deg(KC+⌈Dm⌉) ≥ 2g(C)−2+ε0. We are done. 
Riemann-Roch theorem on C directly implies the following:
Corollary 3.3. Under the same assumption as that of Theorem 3.2,
then one has:
(1) P−m > 0 whenever g(C) = 0 and ε > 1;
(2) P−m > 0 whenever g(C) > 0 and ε > 0.
From now on, we shall work on the birationality. We shall always
require that the linear system Λm := |KY+⌈(m+ 1)π∗(−KX)⌉| satisfies
the following assumption for some integer m > 0.
3.4. Assumption:
(1) The linear system Λm distinguishes different generic irreducible
elements of |M−m0 | (namely, ΦΛm(S
′) 6= ΦΛm(S
′′) for two differ-
ent generic irreducible elements S ′, S ′′ of |M−m0 |).
(2) The linear system Λm|S distinguishes different generic irreducible
elements of the given linear system |G| on S.
Here is our key theorem:
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Theorem 3.5. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold with P−m0 ≥ 2
for some positive integer m0. Assume that |G| is a base point free linear
system on a generic irreducible element S of |M−m0 |. Let m > 0 be an
integer. If Assumption 3.4 is satisfied and ε > 2, then ϕ−m is birational
onto its image.
Proof. Since Assumption 3.4 (1) is satisfied, the usual birationality
principle reduces the birationality of ϕ−m to that of ΦΛm |S for a generic
irreducible element S. Similarly, due to Assumption 3.4 (2), one only
needs to prove the birationality of ΦΛm |C for a generic irreducible ele-
ment C of |G|.
Now since one has the surjective maps (3.3) and (3.4), it is sufficient
to prove that |KC + ⌈Dm⌉| gives a birational map. Clearly this is the
case whenever ε > 2, which in fact implies deg(⌈Dm⌉) ≥ 3. We are
done. 
While applying Theorem 3.5, one needs to verify Assumption 3.4 in
advance. Hereby we are working on this.
Proposition 3.6. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold with P−m0 ≥
2 for some positive integer m0. Then Assumption 3.4 (1) is satisfied
for all
m ≥
{
m0 + 6, m0 ≥ 2
2, m0 = 1.
Proof. By Corollary 5.1 in Appendix, one has
KY + ⌈(m+ 1)π∗(−KX)⌉
≥ KY + ⌈(m−m0 + 1)π∗(−KX) +M−m0⌉
= (KY + ⌈(m−m0 + 1)π
∗(−KX)⌉) +M−m0
≥ M−(m−m0) +M−m0 ≥M−m0
for all m − m0 ≥ 6 whenever m0 ≥ 2 (resp. ≥ 1 whenever m0 = 1).
When f : Y → Γ is of type (fnp), [29, Lemma 2] implies that Λm can
distinguish different generic irreducible elements of |M−m0 |. When f is
of type (fp), since the rational (i.e. Γ ∼= P1) pencil |M−m0 | can already
separate different fibers of f , Λm can naturally distinguish different
generic irreducible elements of |M−m0 |. 
It is slightly more complicated to verify Assumption 3.4 (2).
Lemma 3.7. Let T be a nonsingular projective surface on which there
is a base point free linear system |G|. Let Q be an arbitrary Q-divisor
on T . Then the linear system |KT + ⌈Q⌉ + G| can distinguish dif-
ferent generic irreducible elements of |G| under one of the following
conditions:
(i) KT +⌈Q⌉ is effective and |G| is not composed with an irrational
pencil of curves;
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(ii) Q is nef and big, g(C) ≥ 0 and |G| is composed with an irra-
tional pencil of curves;
(iii) Q is nef and big, Q ·G > 1, g(C) = 0 and |G| is composed with
an irrational pencil of curves.
Proof. The statement corresponding to (i) follows from [29, Lemma
2] and the fact that a rational pencil can automatically separate its
different generic irreducible elements.
For situations (ii) and (iii), we pick a generic irreducible element C
of |G|. Then, since h0(S,G) ≥ 2, G ≡ sC for some integer s ≥ 2 and
C2 = 0. Denote by C ′ another generic irreducible element of |G|. The
Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem gives the surjective map:
H0(T,KT + ⌈Q⌉ +G) −→ H
0(C,KC +D)⊕H
0(C ′, KC′ +D
′)
where D := (⌈Q⌉ + G − C)|C and D′ := (⌈Q⌉ + G − C ′)|C′ with
deg(D) ≥ Q · C > 0, deg(D′) ≥ Q · C ′ > 0.
Whenever g(C) ≥ 0, Riemann-Roch formula gives h0(C,KC +D) =
h0(C ′, KC′ +D
′) > 0. Thus |KT + ⌈Q⌉+G| can distinguish C and C ′.
Whenever g(C) = 0 and Q · C > 1, H0(C,KC + D) 6= 0 and
H0(C ′, KC′ + D
′) 6= 0. So |KT + ⌈Q⌉ + G| can also distinguish C
and C ′. 
Proposition 3.8. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold with P−m0 ≥
2 for some positive integer m0. Keep the same notation as in 2.2.
Take |G| = |M−m0 |S| on a generic irreducible element S of |M−m0 |. If
f : Y → Z is of type (fnp), then Assumption 3.4 (2) is satisfied under
one of the following conditions:
(1) g(C) > 0 and m ≥
{
max{m0 + 6, 2m0} m0 ≥ 2
2, m0 = 1;
(2) g(C) = 0, ε > 1 and m ≥
{
m0 + 6, m0 ≥ 2
2, m0 = 1.
Proof. By the relation (3.2) and the surjective map (3.3), we see Λm|S ⊃
|KS + Lm|, which will be proved to be able to distinguish different
generic irreducible elements of |G|. By definition, we have ι = 1. Since
m0π
∗(−KX) ≥ M−m0 , we may take ̺ =
1
m0
.
Now one has the following:
KS + Lm = (KY )|S + ⌈(m+ 1)π
∗(−KX)− Fm0⌉|S
≥ (KY + ⌈(m−m0 + 1)π∗(−KX)⌉)|S +M−m0 |S.
Thus, if |G| is not composed with an irrational pencil of curves, |KS +
Lm| can distinguish different generic irreducible elements provided that
m−m0 ≥ 6 whenever m0 ≥ 2 (or that m ≥ 2 whenever m0 = 1).
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Suppose |G| is composed with an irrational pencil of curves. One
has:
KS + Lm ≥ KS + ⌈Lm⌉
= KS + ⌈((m−m0 + 1)π∗(−KX)− Fm0)|S⌉
≥ KS + ⌈(m− 2m0 + 1)π∗(−KX)|S⌉ +M−m0 |S.
If g(C) > 0, Lemma 3.7 (ii) implies that Assumption 3.4 (2) is satisfied
for m ≥ 2m0. If g(C) = 0, by Lemma 3.7 (iii), we need the condition
ε = (m− 2m0 + 1)ζ = Q ·C > 1, where we may take Q = (m− 2m0 +
1)π∗(−KX)|S. 
When f is of type (fp), we have the similar treatment.
Proposition 3.9. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold. Assume
that P−m0 ≥ 2 for some positive integer m0 and that | − m1KX | is
not composed with a pencil of surfaces for another integer m1 ≥ m0.
Keep the same notation as in 2.2. Take |G| = |M−m1 |S| on a generic
irreducible element S of |M−m0 |. Let C be a generic irreducible element
of |G|. If f : Y → Z is of type (fp), then Assumption 3.4 (2) is satisfied
under one of the following conditions:
(1) g(C) > 0, m ≥
{
max{m1 + 6, m0 +m1} m0 ≥ 2
m1 + 1, m0 = 1;
(2) g(C) = 0, ε > 1 and m ≥
{
m1 + 6, m0 ≥ 2
m1 + 1, m0 = 1.
Proof. First, we may re-modify our π in 2.2 such that the movable part
|M−m1 | of |⌊π
∗(−m1KX)⌋| is base point free too. Since m1π∗(−KX) ≥
M−m1 , we may take ̺ =
1
m1
. Similar to the proof of Proposition 3.8,
it suffices to prove that |KS + Lm| can distinguish different generic
irreducible elements of |G|.
For a suitable integer m > 0, one has the following:
KS + Lm = (KY )|S + ⌈(m+ 1)π∗(−KX)− Fm0⌉|S
≥ (KY + ⌈(m−m1 + 1)π∗(−KX)⌉)|S +M−m1 |S.
Thus, if |G| is not composed with an irrational pencil of curves, |KS +
Lm| can distinguish different irreducible elements provided that KY +
⌈(m−m1 + 1)π∗(−KX)⌉ is effective, i.e. m−m1 ≥ 6 whenever m0 ≥ 2
(or m ≥ m1 + 1 whenever m0 = 1).
Assume |G| is composed with an irrational pencil of curves. One
has:
KS + Lm ≥ KS + ⌈Lm⌉
= KS + ⌈((m−m0 + 1)π∗(−KX)− Fm0)|S⌉
≥ KS + ⌈(m−m0 −m1 + 1)π∗(−KX)|S⌉ +M−m1 |S.
If g(C) > 0, Lemma 3.7(ii) implies that Assumption 3.4 (2) is satisfied
for m ≥ m0 + m1. If g(C) = 0, by Lemma 3.7(iii), we need the
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condition ε = (m − m0 − m1 + 1)ζ = Q · C > 1, where we may take
Q = (m−m0 −m1 + 1)π∗(−KX)|S. We are done. 
4. Applications
In this section, we shall present some concrete applications on the bi-
rationality of ϕ−m using Theorem 3.5. In practice, we take the smallest
integer mˆ0 := mˆ0(X) with P−mˆ0 ≥ 2. Such a number mˆ0 is uniquely
determined by X and mˆ0 ≤ 8 by [3, Theorem 1.1 (ii)].
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold. Assume
dimϕ−mˆ0(X) = 3. Then ϕ−m is birational onto its image for all m ≥
4mˆ0. In particular, | −mKX | gives a birational map for m ≥ 32.
Proof. Keep the same notation as in 2.2. We have ι = 1. Take |G| =
|M−mˆ0|S| on a generic irreducible element S of |M−mˆ0 |. Clearly, we
may take ̺ = 1
mˆ0
. Since, by assumption, Φ|M−mˆ0|S | maps a generic
irreducible element C of |G| onto a curve, Riemann-Roch formula and
Clifford’s theorem on C gives
mˆ0π
∗(−KX) · C ≥M−mˆ0 |S · C ≥
{
2, g(C) > 0
1, g(C) = 0.
(4.1)
We prove the theorem according to the value of g(C).
Assume g(C) > 0. We have seen ζ ≥ 2
mˆ0
by inequality (4.1). By
Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 3.8, Assumption 3.4 is satisfied for
m ≥
{
max{mˆ0 + 6, 2mˆ0} mˆ0 ≥ 2
2, mˆ0 = 1.
Take any m ≥ 3mˆ0. Then ε ≥ 2 +
2
mˆ0
> 2. Thus Theorem 3.5 implies
that ϕ−m is birational for all m ≥ 3mˆ0 and mˆ0 6= 2. For mˆ0 = 2, we
need to set m ≥ 8 to satisfy m ≥ mˆ0 + 6.
Assume g(C) = 0. We have already seen ζ ≥ 1
mˆ0
by inequality (4.1).
Take any m ≥ 4mˆ0. Then ε > 2. Again Propositions 3.6, 3.8 imply
that ϕ−m is birational for all m ≥ 4mˆ0. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold with rX > 1.
Assume dimϕ−mˆ0(X) = 2. Denote by C a generic irreducible element
of |G| := |M−mˆ0|S|. Then ϕ−m is birational onto its image under one
of the following conditions:
(1) g(C) > 0, m ≥ 6mˆ0;
(2) g(C) = 0, m ≥ 2mˆ0 + 2rX .
Proof. Again we have ι = 1 and may take ̺ = 1
mˆ0
. Clearly |G| is
composed with a pencil of curves.
(1) Assume g(C) > 0. If we take a sufficiently large m = m′ > 4mˆ0
such that ε = (m′ + 1 − 2mˆ0)ζ > 1 (thus ε0 ≥ 2), then Theorem 3.3
implies ζ ≥ 2
m′
. Take m = m′ − 1. Then ε ≥ (m′ − 2mˆ0)
2
m′
> 1.
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Theorem 3.3 again gives ζ ≥ 2
m′−1
. This means, inductively, that
ζ ≥ 2
4mˆ0
= 1
2mˆ0
.
Whenever m ≥ 6mˆ0, then Assumption 3.4 is naturally satisfied by
Propositions 3.6 and 3.8. On the other hand, ε ≥ (6mˆ0+1−2mˆ0)
1
2mˆ0
>
2. Theorem 3.5 implies that ϕm is birational.
(2) Assume g(C) = 0. Since we have ζ ≥ 1
rX
, we may take m ≥
2mˆ0 + 2rX and then ε ≥ (m+ 1− 2mˆ0)ζ > 2. When rX > 1, Theorem
3.5, Propositions 3.6 and 3.8 imply that ϕm is birational for all m ≥
2mˆ0 + 2rX . 
Especially, when mˆ0 = 1, we have the following:
Corollary 4.3. Let X be a standard Q-Fano 3-fold. Then ϕ−m is
birational for all m ≥ 6.
Proof. We have mˆ0 = 1. According to [1, Theorem 2.18], | −KX | has
no fixed parts and is not composed with a pencil of surfaces. Since X
is standard, S is not fibred by rational curves. Thus we have g(C) > 0.
Now the result follows directly from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2
(1). 
From now on within this section, we study the most difficult case:
dimϕ−mˆ0(X) = 1. First, we need to look for a number m1 > 0 such
that | −m1KX | is not composed with a pencil of surfaces.
Proposition 4.4. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold with rX >
1. Then |−m1KX | is not composed with a pencil of surfaces under one
of the following situations:
(1) r = 2, m1 = 4;
(2) r = 3, m1 = 6;
(3) r ≥ 4, m1 = r + 2.
Proof. Let ρ : V → X be a resolution of singularities of X . Accord-
ing to Lemma 2.5 and Kawamata-Viehweg Vanishing theorem, for all
positive integer m,
P−m := P−m(X) = h
0(V,KV + ⌈(m+ 1)ρ∗(−KX)⌉)
= χ(V,OV (KV + ⌈(m+ 1)ρ∗(−KX)⌉)).
Write KV = ρ
∗(KX) + ∆ where ∆ is an effective Q-divisor and is
ρ-exceptional. Thus ρ(∆) is the set of singularities on X . One gets
−KV = ρ∗(−KX) − ∆. For any given m > 0, write m = nr + t with
n ≥ 0, 0 ≤ t < r = rX . By Riemann-Roch formula on V ([5, P. 437])
and setting D := KV + ⌈(m+ 1)ρ
∗(−KX)⌉, one has:
P−m =
1
12
D · (D −KV ) · (2D −KV ) +
1
12
D · c2(V ) + χ(OV )
= 1
12
m(m+ 1)(2m+ 1)(−KX)
3 + A · n + C(t)
where A := r
12
ρ∗(−KX)·c2(V ) and C(t) is a constant only depending on
t. Fix a number t < r, Qt(n) := P−(nr+t) can be viewed as a polynomial
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in terms of n. Then we have
Qt(n) = Qˆt(n) + A · n + C(t)
where Qˆt(n) =
1
12
(nr + t)(nr + t+ 1)(2nr + 2t + 1)(−KX)3.
For n ≥ 1 or n = 0 and t ≥ 2, one has:
Qt(n) ≥ 0 (4.2)
For n ≤ −1, by [13, Corollary 5.25], OX((nr + t)KX) := ω
[nr+t]
X is
Cohen-Macaulay and thus Serre duality gives:
χ(X,OX((nr + t)KX)) = −χ(X,Hom(OX((nr + t)KX), ωX))
= −χ(X,OX((1− nr − t)KX))
where the last equality is due to the fact thatHom(OX((nr+t)KX), ωX)
is reflexive (cf. [19, P. 150, Lemma 1.1.12]). Now the vanishing theorem
[11, Theorem 1-2-5] gives:
Qt(n) = χ(OX((nr + t)KX))
= −χ(OX((1− nr − t)KX)) = −P1−nr−t ≤ 0
(4.3)
Let us estimate the lower bounds of both A and C(t). For any r, t,
one has, by inequalities (4.2) and (4.3),
A+C(t) ≥ −Qˆt(1) ≥ −
1
12
(r+ t)(r+ t+1)(2r+2t+1)(−KX)
3 (4.4)
A−C(t) ≥ Qˆt(−1) ≥
1
12
(−r+t)(−r+t+1)(−2r+2t+1)(−KX)
3 (4.5)
which imply:
A ≥ −
1
12
(2r2 + 6t2 + 6t+ 1)r(−KX)
3. (4.6)
Case 1. Assume t ≥ 2.
Clearly, one has r ≥ 3. Then Qt(0) = P−t ≥ 0 gives:
C(t) ≥ −
1
12
t(t + 1)(2t+ 1)(−KX)
3.
Thus (4.5) implies:
A ≥ 1
12
{−2r2 + (6t+ 3)r − (6t2 + 6t+ 1)}r(−KX)
3
= 1
12
{−6t2 + (6r − 6)t+ (−2r2 + 3r − 1)}r(−KX)3
for all 2 ≤ t < r. Noting that A is a constant independent of t, one
should have:
A ≥
{
1
12
(−1
2
r2 + 1
2
)r(−KX)3, taking t =
r−1
2
when r ≥ 5 is odd
1
12
(−1
2
r2 − 1)r(−KX)
3, taking t = r
2
when r ≥ 4 is even.
With the above inequalities, we are able to bound P−m from below. In
fact, we have
P−(r+2) = Q2(1) ≥
1
8
(r2 + 10r + 24)r(−KX)
3.
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Clearly, P−(r+2) > (r + 2)r(−KX)3 + 1 whenever r ≥ 4. Thus Lemma
2.7 implies that | − (r + 2)KX | is not composed with a pencil when
r ≥ 4 and this proves (3).
Case 2. Assume t = 0.
Inequalities (4.4) and (4.6) give:
P−nr ≥
1
12
(n2 − 1)(2nr + 3)r2(−KX)
3.
Clearly P−2r > 2r · r(−KX)3 + 1 for r = 2, 3. Thus Lemma 2.7 implies
that | − 2rKX | is not composed with a pencil when r = 2 or 3. This
proves (1) and (2).
Besides, it is easy to get the lower bound of P−(nr+t) for a given pair
(n, t). 
Theorem 4.5. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold with rX > 1.
Assume dimϕ−mˆ0(X) = 1 and |−m1KX | is not composed with a pencil
for another integer m1 > 0. Then ϕ−m is birational onto its image for
all m ≥ mˆ0 +m1 + 2rX .
Proof. By definition, we have ι ≥ 1 and m1 ≥ mˆ0.
Re-modify our original π in 2.2 such that the movable part M−m1 of
the linear system |⌊π∗(−m1KX)⌋| is base point free too. Pick a generic
irreducible element S of |M−mˆ0 | and take |G| := |M−m1|S|. Then we
have ̺ = 1
m1
. Recall that we have seen ζ ≥ 1
rX
.
Assume, for an integer
m ≥
{
max{m1 + 6, mˆ0 +m1} mˆ0 ≥ 2
m1 + 1, mˆ0 = 1,
one has already ε > 1. Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 3.9 imply that
Assumption 3.4 is satisfied. In practice, take any m ≥ mˆ0 +m1 + 2r,
which naturally satisfies the above requests. Furthermore ε ≥ (m +
1 − mˆ0 − m1)ζ > 2. Consequently, Theorem 3.5 implies that ϕ−m is
birational for m ≥ mˆ0 +m1 + 2rX . 
Corollary 4.6. Let X be a terminal weak Q-Fano 3-fold with rX > 1.
Assume dimϕ−mˆ0(X) = 1. Then ϕ−m is birational for
m ≥


mˆ0 + 8, r = 2;
mˆ0 + 12, r = 3;
mˆ0 + 3r + 2, r ≥ 4.
Proof. Set
m1 :=
{
2r, if r = 2, 3;
r + 2, otherwise.
The statement follows directly from Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.5.

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If one does not request the “stable” birationality, then the slightly
better result can be obtained as follows.
Theorem 4.7. Let X be a weak Q-Fano 3-fold with rX > 1. Then
ϕ−(mˆ0+3r−1) is birational onto its image.
Proof. Take m = mˆ0 + 3r − 1. When rX ≥ 3, we have P−(m−mˆ0) >
0 by Corollary 5.1. When rX = 2, we have P−(m−mˆ0) = P−5 > 0
by Proposition 4.4. Thus the proof of Proposition 3.6 implies that
|KY+⌈(m+ 1)π∗(−KX)⌉| can distinguish different irreducible elements
of |M−mˆ0 |. Thus we only need to prove the birationality of |KS+⌈Lm⌉|
for a generic S. Now since
Lm = 3rπ
∗(−KX)|S = 3L
and L := rπ∗(−KX)|S is a nef and big Cartier divisor on S with L2 ≥
r · r(π∗(−KX)2 · S) ≥ 2 (see Lemma 2.4), Reider’s theorem ([23]) says
that |KS + 3L| gives a birational map. We are done. 
5. Appendix: Anti-plurigenus
Here we use all those formulae and inequalities and keep the same
notation as in [3, Section 2]. The following result was used to prove
our main results in this paper.
Corollary 5.1. Let X be a weak Q-Fano 3-fold. Then P−m > 0 for all
m ≥ 6.
Proof. Denote by B := B(X), the virtual basket of singularities of
Reid [22]. We shall study the formal basket B := {B,P−1} which was
defined in [3, Section 2]. Then we know, from [3, 2.3], that −K3(B) =
−K3X > 0 and P−m(B) = P−m(X) for all m ≥ 1.
Case 1. Assume P−2 > 0.
If P−5 > 0, then the statement is naturally true. So we only need to
study the situation P−5 = 0. It then follows that P−1 = P−3 = 0.
Now ǫ5 ≥ 0 gives 2+P−2 ≥ 2P−4+σ5. Since, by inequality [3, (2.3)],
P−4 ≥ 2P−2 − 1, we see P−2 = P−4 = 1 and σ5 ≤ 1.
First, consider the case σ5 = 0. Then ǫ6 = 1 6= 0, a contradiction.
Thus we must have σ5 = 1. Then we have ǫ5 = 0 and
B(0) = B(5) = {9× (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, r)}, r ≥ 5.
Clearly, since B(5) admits no further prime packings, we have B =
B(5) = B(0). Now inequality [3, (2.1)] implies r ≥ 7, while inequality
[3, (2.2)] gives r ≤ 7. We see r = 7. Now our calculation shows:
−K3 = 1
42
, P−6 = P−7 = 2, P−8 = P−9 = 4, P−10 = P−11 = 6 and
P−12 = 9. Clearly we can see P−m > 0 for all m ≥ 6.
Case 2. Assume P−2 = 0.
According to our complete classification in [3, Theorem 3.5, Table
A], there are exactly 23 cases as listed there. By the direct calculation,
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we know P−m > 0 for all 6 ≤ m ≤ 12. Thus it is easy to deduce
P−m > 0 for all m ≥ 6. We are done. 
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